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Abstract. In this paper, we use the method of characteristics to study singularities in the flow of a parameterized family of extremals for an optimal control problem. By means of the Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction a characterization of fold and cusp points is given. Examples illustrate the local behaviors of the flow near these singular points. Singularities of fold type correspond to the typical conjugate points as they arise for the classical problem of minimum surfaces of revolution in the calculus of variations and local optimality of trajectories ceases at fold points. Simple cusp points, on the other hand, generate a cut-locus that limits the optimality of close-by trajectories globally to times prior to the conjugate points.
1.
Introduction. In optimization problems on function spaces, there still exist significant gaps between the theories of necessary and sufficient conditions for optimality. For a finite-dimensional deterministic optimal control problem, the main necessary conditions for optimality are given by the Pontryagin maximum principle (for example, see [12, 3, 15] ), a Lagrange multiplier type result. Sufficient conditions, on the other hand, center around the value function and are based on the dynamic programming principle and solutions to the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation, the combination of a first-order PDE with a finite-dimensional minimization problem. The connection between these two vastly different approaches is made through the method of characteristics: the necessary conditions for optimality given in the Pontryagin maximum principle also define the characteristic equations for the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation (for instance, see [1] ). This allows to construct smooth solutions to the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation in regions in the state space that are covered diffeomorphically by a field of extremalscontrolled trajectories that satisfy the necessary conditions for optimality and are generated through an analysis of the conditions of the maximum principle. In general, however, except for few exceptional cases like the linear-quadratic regulator problem, such a covering will not exist globally since the value function for an optimal control problem typically exhibits singularities. The difficulties in finding solutions to optimal control problems, or, equivalently, in finding solutions to the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation, precisely lie in analyzing these sets where the value function loses differentiability or is not even continuous. The latter is related to questions about local controllability of the system, the former to singularities in the flow of extremals.
In this paper, we outline how the method of characteristics can be used to study singularities in the flow of a parameterized family of extremals. The LyapunovSchmidt reduction procedure is systematically employed to give easily verifiable, explicit characterizations for the two most common (least degenerate) type of these singularities, fold and simple cusp points. These two cases are commonly encountered in low-dimensional optimal control problems (related to the fact that these are the only generic singularities in dimension 2 [16] ) and often form determining structures in the optimal solutions. Singularities that are of fold type correspond to the typical picture of conjugate points as arises in the classical problem of determining the minimum surfaces of revolution in the calculus of variations and, as in that example, local optimality of trajectories ceases at fold points. However, a different geometric picture emerges near a simple cusp point. In this case, the local flow of extremals generates a cut-locus between the trajectories which creates a shock in the solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation. This has global implications and trajectories lose optimality already at times prior to the conjugate point. These geometric properties have already been the topic of the paper [9] where the local structure of the value function near these singularities was analyzed for systems in normal form. Here we complement those technical constructions with simple examples that illustrate the local geometric properties of the parameterized flow of extremals and the resulting implications on the optimality of controlled trajectories will be discussed. For these examples, all required computations can readily be done explicitly. The use of the Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction for the optimal control problem introduced in this paper provides some of the fundamental underlying steps missing in the earlier constructions in [9] . We especially highlight the connections between the conditions of the maximum principle and the eigenvectors for eigenvalue 0 that arise in the Lyapunov-Schmidt characterizations of corank 1 singular points.
2. Parameterized Families of Extremals. We briefly review the method of characteristics in optimal control. In order to simplify the presentation, and since it brings out the main features more clearly without unnecessary technical burden, we consider a fixed horizon optimal control problem without terminal constraints. The reader is referred to our text [15] for the general formulation.
[OC]: For a fixed terminal time T and given initial conditions (t 0 , x 0 ) ∈ R × R n , minimize the functional
over all locally bounded, Lebesgue measurable functions u that take values in a prescribed control set U , u :
, for which the solution x of the initial value probleṁ
exists over the full interval [t 0 , T ].
We assume that all the functions defining the data of the problem formulation are continuous and r-times continuously differentiable in x and u with r ≥ 1. In principle, the control set U can be an arbitrary subset of R m , but the situations we study here typically arise for controls that take values in the interior of the control set and in all our examples U = R m . We call a locally bounded, Lebesgue measurable function u with values in U (a.e.) an admissible control and the solution x of the differential equation (2) for u is the corresponding trajectory; the pair (x, u) is called a controlled trajectory. Also, H denotes the control Hamiltonian defined by,
with λ 0 ∈ R and λ an n-dimensional row vector, λ ∈ (R n ) * . Necessary conditions for optimality are given by the Pontryagin maximum principle [12, 3, 15] . If (x * , u * ) is an optimal controlled trajectory defined over the interval [t 0 , T ], then there exist a constant λ 0 ≥ 0 and a co-vector λ :
* , the so-called adjoint variable, such that the following conditions are satisfied:
1. Nontriviality of the multipliers: (λ 0 , λ(t)) = 0 for all t ∈ [t 0 , T ]; 2. Adjoint equation: the adjoint variable λ is a solution to the time-varying linear differential equatioṅ
4. Transversality condition:
A parameterized family of extremals is a collection of controlled trajectories and multipliers that satisfy these conditions. More specifically, we want that the parameterizations are smooth and we assume that with p a parameter, the controls u = u(t, p) are continuous and for t fixed are r-times continuously differentiable in the parameter p with the partial derivatives continuous in (t, p). We write u ∈ C 0,r for this class of functions. In principle, the parameter p could be anything, but for problem [OC] there is a canonical choice taking the value of the trajectory at the endpoint, p = x(T ), and then integrating the dynamics and adjoint equation backward from the terminal T while maintaining the minimum condition. This leads to the following formal definition:
parameterized family of extremals for [OC])
Given an open subset P of R n and an r-times continuously differentiable function 
2. a non-negative multiplier λ 0 ∈ C r−1 (P ) and co-state λ :
is satisfied on the interval
3. the controls u = u(t, p) solve the minimization problem
This definition provides the framework for our constructions. It merely formalizes that all controlled trajectories in the family E satisfy the conditions of the maximum principle while some smoothness properties are satisfied by the parametrization. Analogous definitions can be given for general formulations of the optimal control problem (see, for instance, [13, 15] ), but will not be needed for the purpose of this paper. A similar approach was pursued by L.C. Young under the notion of "lines of flights" and "concourse of flight" [17] , but our formulations avoid the imprecise notion of a "descriptive" mapping. Note that it has not been assumed that the parametrization E of extremals covers the state-space injectively and our objective precisely is to use this framework to analyze the geometry of the flow of the associated controlled trajectories as injectivity becomes lost (e.g., at conjugate points).
The degree r in the definition denotes the smoothness of the parametrization of the controls in the parameter p, u ∈ C 0,r . The control u extends as a C 0,rfunction onto an open neighborhood of D and it thus follows from classical results about solutions to ODEs that the trajectories x(t, p) and their time-derivativeṡ x(t, p) are r-times continuously differentiable in p and that these derivatives are continuous jointly in (t, p) in an open neighborhood of D, i.e., x ∈ C 1,r (D). For the adjoint variable there is a loss of differentiability since the Lagrangian L and the dynamics f are differentiated in x. The condition λ 0 ∈ C r−1 (P ) implies that the boundary values λ(T, p) also lie in C r−1 (P ) and thus the multipliers lie in λ ∈ C 1,r−1 . In particular, for a C 1 -parameterized family of extremals only continuity in p is required. If the data defining the problem [OC] possess an additional degree of differentiability in x and if the the multiplier λ 0 is r-times continuously differentiable with respect to p, then it follows that λ ∈ C 1,r as well. In such a case, we call E a nicely C r -parameterized family of extremals. Also, if λ 0 (p) > 0 for all p ∈ P , then all extremals are normal and by diving by λ 0 (p) we may assume that λ 0 (p) ≡ 1 and we call such a family normal. 
It represents the value of the objective J(u) for the control u = u(·, p) if the initial condition at time t is given by x(t, p).
The results given below are all classical. For proofs that employ the framework presented here we refer the interested reader to our text [15] or the paper [10] . Essential in the constructions is the following relation between the multiplier λ and the cost C. 
For normal extremals, the shadow price lemma implies that the cost-to-go function is a classical solution to the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation on a region G of the state space that is covered injectively by the corresponding flow of trajectories. If is an injective
if and only if the Jacobian matrix
∂x ∂p is non-singular on D. In this case, for t fixed, the map (t,
also is r-times continuously differentiable in x. Then the value V E = V corresponding to the parameterized family can be defined in the state space as
and is continuously differentiable. The shadow price lemma allows to identify the multiplier λ(t, p) with the gradient
) and the minimum condition (10) then becomes the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation.
parameterized family of normal extremals for problem [OC] and suppose the restriction of the flow to some open set
is continuously differentiable in (t, x) and r-times continuously differentiable in x for fixed t. The function
is an admissible feedback control that is continuous and r-times continuously differentiable in x for fixed t. Together, the pair (V, u * ) is a classical solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation,
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Definition 2. 
Since we do not impose terminal constraints at the final time, the flow extends as a C 1,r -diffeomorphism onto an open neighborhood of the domain D. We just remark that this definition and the entire construction can easily be modified to allow for terminal constraints given by a smooth embedded submanifold, even if the terminal time T is defined implicitly as considered in [4] .
parameterized local field of extremals for problem [OC] and suppose the associated flow covers a domain G. Then, given any initial
condition (t 0 , x 0 ) ∈ G, x 0 = x(t 0 , p 0 ), the open-loop controlū(t) = u(t, p 0 ), t 0 ≤ t ≤ T ,
is optimal when compared with any other admissible controlled trajectory (x, u) with the same initial condition for which the graph of x lies in G.
Hence the local optimality of a controlled trajectory (x(·, p 0 ), u(·, p 0 )) is connected with the local injectivity of the flow along this trajectory and thus closely related to the regularity of the differential of the flow, D (·, p 0 ). The following observation follows from a standard compactness argument. 
, then, since the flow map is defined in terms of the graphs of the trajectories, we have s 1 = s 2 and this time lies in one of the interval I s i . But I s i × P is a C 1,r -diffeomorphism and since both p 1 and p 2 lie in P , we have p 1 = p 2 as well. Thus is injective on D. Furthermore, has a differentiable inverse by the inverse function theorem.
In this case, the controlled reference trajectory (x,ū) = (x(·, p 0 ), u(·, p 0 )) thus gives a strong local minimum for the problem [OC] in the following classical form: there exists an > 0 such that for any other admissible controlled trajectory (x, u) with the same initial condition, x(τ ) =x(τ ), that satisfies x(t) −x(t) < for all t ∈ [τ, T ], we have that J (ū) ≤ J (u). The regularity of the flow along the reference controlled trajectory (x,ū) thus is the optimal control version of the strengthened Jacobi condition and, as in the calculus of variations, it can equivalently be formulated in terms of the Jacobi equation or solutions to equivalent Riccati differential equations (see, for example, [4, Chapter 6] or [15] 
For a t-regular singular point, by the implicit function theorem, there exists an open neighborhood W = (t 0 − ε, t 0 + ε) × B δ (p 0 ) of (t 0 , p 0 ), with the property that the equation ∆(t, p) = 0 has a unique solution on W given in the form t = σ(p) with a continuously differentiable function σ :
This is the situation we are interested in for an optimal control problem. Since the rank of a matrix is a lower semicontinuous function, if (t 0 , p 0 ) is a t-regular corank 1 singular point, then for δ sufficiently small all points in the singular set will be of corank 1. He henceforth assume that this is the case, i.e., (A): The singular set S is a codimension 1 embedded submanifold of D that entirely consists of corank 1 singular points and can be described as the graph of a continuously differentiable function σ :
This immediately follows from the implicit function theorem and v and w are simply smooth selections of left-and right-eigenvectors for the eigenvalue 0. For the optimal control problem there exists a remarkable relation between these leftand right-eigenvectors that follows from the useful fact below, itself a corollary of the shadow price lemma, Lemma 2.1.
Proposition 3.1. For any C
2 -parameterized family of normal extremals, the matrix
is symmetric.
Proof. By the shadow price lemma, the partial derivative ∂C ∂pj (t, p) of the parameterized cost with respect to the parameter p j is given by 
For a C 2 -parameterized family of extremals, the mixed second partial derivatives of the functions C and x k are equal and thus we have that
But these terms, respectively, are the (i, j) and (j, i) entries of the matrix Ξ.
Corollary 3.1. Let
If nonzero, then w is a left-eigenvector field for the eigenvalue 0 of
For the optimal control problem [OC] it can be shown that w is always nonzero for a C 1 -parameterized family of extremals if the strengthened Legendre condition is satisfied (i.e., if ∂H ∂u ≡ 0 and
∂u 2 is positive definite along the reference controlled extremal) [14, 15] .
In terms of the full differential of the flow map , D (t, p), the right-eigenvector vector field is given by
and corank 1 singularities are broadly classified as fold or cusp points depending on whether this vector field V is transversal to the tangent space T (t0,p0) S of the singular set S at (t 0 , p 0 ) or not [7] .
Definition 3.2. (fold and cusp points) A corank 1 singular point is called a fold point if
it is called a cusp point if
In our setup, we have the following simple criterion: 
Proof. Since S is the graph of the function σ, S = {(t, p) : t−σ(p) = 0}, the tangent space to S at (t 0 , p 0 ) consists of all vectors that are orthogonal to (1, −∇σ(p 0 )).
Singular points can be characterized in terms of the left-and right-eigenvectors v and w of the matrix ∂x ∂p (t, p). This gives rise to a more convenient description of the singular set S as the zero set of a scalar function known as the Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction [8] . Let
Note that with
this function is of the form
so that ζ is a symmetric quadratic form. Denote the zero set of ζ in D by Z. Clearly, Z contains the singular set S. If the gradient of ζ, ∇ζ, does not vanish at a singular point (t 0 , p 0 ), t 0 = σ(p 0 ), then Z is an embedded n-dimensional manifold near (t 0 , p 0 ) that contains S, under our assumptions itself an embedded n-dimensional manifold. Hence in a sufficiently small neighborhood, S and Z are equal. The gradient of ζ at a point (σ(p), p) ∈ S is easily calculated: dropping the arguments, we have that
and thus the partial derivative with respect to t is simply given by the quadratic form
The partial derivatives with respect to p simplify at a singular point since w and v are the left-and right-eigenvectors of
and, upon evaluating at a singular point, we obtain that 
Thus, this directional derivative is the inner product of the left eigenvector w with the column vector
∂p 2 (v, z) whose entries are the quadratic forms of the second derivatives of the components x i of the state with respect to p acting on the vectors v and z. Summarizing this calculation, at a singular point (σ(p), p), p ∈ P , the directional derivative in direction of the vector z = (τ, z) can be expressed as
We thus have the following statement: 
and the tangent space to S at (σ(p), p) is given by 
Proof. The point (t 0 , p 0 ) is a fold if and only if the vector V 0 = (0, v 0 ) T is transversal to S at (t 0 , p 0 ). Assuming that the gradient ∇ζ(t 0 , p 0 ) does not vanish, this is equivalent to w 0
Note that this condition by itself guarantees that ∇ζ(t 0 , p 0 ) does not vanish.
A singular point (t 0 , p 0 ) of a C 2 -parameterized family E of normal extremals thus is a cusp point if
This extra equality constraint typically restricts the set of all cusp points to be a lower-dimensional subset of S. In the least degenerate case, i.e., when no additional equality relations are satisfied, the set C of cusp points is a codimension 1 submanifold of S, hence a codimension 2 submanifold of D.
Definition 3.3. (simple cusp points)
T is transversal to the submanifold C of cusp points in T (t0,p0) S, i.e.,
By Lemma 3.2, the set of cusp points is also given by 
For example, the condition that ∇ζ(σ(p 0 ), p 0 ) = 0 can simply be guaranteed by
Making this assumption, simple cusp points can be described as follows:
is a simple cusp if and only if
Proof. For all p ∈ P we have that
Differentiating, and letting the derivative act upon v(p) gives 
By assumption, w 0 
Corollary 3.3. The tangent space to the submanifold C of cusp points at (σ(p), p) is given by
T (σ(p),p) C = z = τ z ∈ R n+1 : w(p) ∂ 2 x ∂t∂p (σ(p), p)v(p) · τ (24) + ∂ 3 x ∂p 3 (σ(p), p) (v(p), v(p), z) + 3 ∂ 2 x ∂p 2 (σ(p), p) ∂v ∂p (p)v(p), z = 0 .
Fold Singularities and Conjugate Points.
The name for the fold singularity has its origin in the geometric properties of the mapping at such a point that resemble those of a quadratic function. These mapping properties are exactly the same as in the classical problem for the minimum surfaces of revolution in the calculus of variations if only smooth extremals are considered. In the language of optimal control, this problem can be formulated as to minimize an objective of the form
over all controls u : [0, T ] → R subject to the trivial dynamicsẋ = u and fixed boundary conditions. If we fix the initial point to be x(0) = 1, then it is well-known that the extremals are catenaries [2] and we can parameterize the full family in the form Figure 1 on the left depicts this family and on the right the corresponding parameterized value V E is shown as the graph of a multivalued function defined over (t, x)-space clearly showing the fold property along the envelope of the family.
We give another simple one-dimensional example which, like the catenaries, encompasses all the features of fold singularities. It fits the model discussed here and has the advantage that in contrast to the minimum surface problem all computations are readily done explicitly. The normal form of the fold is built into the penalty term ϕ in the objective.
[Fold]: For a fixed terminal time T , minimize the objective 2 . The nontriviality condition on the multipliers implies that extremals are normal and we set λ 0 ≡ 1. Furthermore, multipliers and controls are constant. We choose as domain D for the parameterization D = {(t, p) : t ≤ T, p ∈ R} with p denoting the terminal point, p = x(T ). All extremals can then be described in the form
and the parameterized cost is given by
This defines a real-analytic parameterized family of extremals. For this 1-dimensional problem the singular set is given by the solutions to 
(t, p) ≡ 1 and w(t, p) ≡ 1, but we also could take w(t, p) = v(t, p)
T ∂λ
and since
∂p 2 (t, p) = 2(T − t) > 0 all singular points are fold points. Figure 2 shows the flow of extremals for p < 0. Figure 3 shows four slices of the value function in the state space for t = 0.6, t = 0.8, t = 1, and t = 1.6. For t = 1.6 the fold point does not lie in the range shown and thus the corresponding value function V E = C • −1 is single-valued. For the other three time slices, the value function is multivalued and shows the characteristic behavior near a fold singularity.
These mapping properties can be established in general near a fold point. Let M = (S) be the image of the singular manifold S under the flow . It follows from the chain rule that the tangent space to M at the point (σ(p), p) = x(σ(p), p) ) is given by the image of the tangent space to S, T (σ(p),p) S, under the differential D . At a corank 1 singular point the differential D (t, p) has rank n with null-space spanned by
T . For a fold point this vector does not lie in the tangent space to S at (σ(p), p) and therefore the image
In other words, the fold condition guarantees that the restriction of the mapping to its singular set S is a diffeomorphism and thus M also is an n-dimensional manifold. Furthermore,
, be a small line-segment in the parameter space starting at the point (σ(p), p) ∈ S. Since (0, v(p)) T is transversal to S, by making the neighborhood P of p 0 smaller, if necessary, we can assume that γ ± (s) / ∈ S for all 0 < s ≤ ε and p ∈ P . Let φ ± = • γ ± be the images of the curves γ ± under the flow . Since ∂x ∂p (σ(p), p)v(p) = 0, by Taylor's theorem we have that
and thus
Taking the inner product of the tangent vectoṙ
which has constant nonzero sign on P . It thus follows that both curves φ + and φ − point to the same side of the tangent space to M at (σ(p), p). Thus, if we define the curves γ : (−ε, ε) → D, s → (σ(p), p + sv(p), and φ = • γ, then φ has order 1 contact with M at φ(0), i.e., φ is tangent to M at φ(0), but lies to one side of M . In other words, the image touches M in the point φ(0) ∈ M , but then "folds" back. Since this holds for all controlled trajectories in a neighborhood of p 0 , it follows that the flow is 2 : 1 near the singular set S. While the restriction S is 1 : 1 and maps S diffeomorphically onto M , away from M the mapping is 2 : 1. There exist open neighborhoods V of (t 0 , p 0 ) and G of (t 0 , x 0 ) = (t 0 , x(t 0 , p 0 )) such that S splits V into two connected components V + and V − , V = V − ∪ S ∪ V + , with the property that the flow restricted to V + or V − is a C 1,2 diffeomorphism and the restrictions map V + , respectively V − , onto a region G + ⊂ G, (V + ) = G + = (V − ). These geometric properties imply that fold points of the flow are conjugate points in the sense of the calculus of variations and local optimality will be lost at the fold point. This can be shown in great generality, for example, by using a geometric argument based on envelopes that mimics the classical reasoning for the family of catenaries [14, 15] .
5.
Simple Cusp Singularities and Cut-Loci. The geometry of the flow near cusp singularities is more intricate and so are its implications on local optimality of the controlled trajectories. We again illustrate these features for a one-dimensional example that incorporates the normal form of a simple cusp into the penalty term ϕ in the objective.
[Simple Cusp]: [11] For a fixed terminal time T , minimize the objective
over all piecewise continuous functions u :
This simple regulator problem over a finite interval is related to Burgers's equation, a fundamental partial differential equation in fluid mechanics that is a prototype for equations that develop shock waves (e.g., see [5, 6] ). The penalty term is a multi-modal function with a local maximum at x = 0 and global minima at x = ± 1 2 √ 2. As we shall see, this has significant implications.
Again it is straightforward to construct a real-analytic parameterized family E of extremals. As in the example above, extremals are normal and the multipliers and controls are constant. A simple application of the conditions of the maximum principle shows that all extremals can be parameterized over D = {(t, p) : t ≤ T, p ∈ R} with p denoting the terminal point, p = x(T ), in the form
and the parameterized cost becomes
All functions are polynomial and this allows explicit computations in the analysis of the flow (t, p) = (t, x(t, p) ). Since the parameter set is one-dimensional, the singular set S is given by the solutions to the equation ∂x ∂p (t, p) = 0 and solving for t gives
which is finite and less than T for |p| <
. Since
the map has fold singularities at (σ(p), p) for p ∈ (− A detailed analysis of the mapping properties of the flow for this example has been carried out in [11] and we briefly recall the important features. For α ≥ 0, define curves
and denote the half-curves for positive and negative values of p by Φ 
and using
T −tα , the image of the curve Φ α is given by
In particular, the image of the singular set S under the flow is given by the curve
a cusp, which gives the singularity its name. It follows from (30) that
and thus the curve Φ 1.5 is also mapped onto G C . But note that the curve
(T − t − 1)
is the image of the semi-curves Φ 
is the image of Φ − 6 and Φ + 1.5 . The regions and submanifolds defined below form a partition (in fact, a stratification [11] ) of the domain of the parameterized family of extremals into embedded analytic submanifolds, Figure 4) , where
Accordingly, partition the range of , G = (D), into the open sets
the curves G − and G + defined above, the cusp point G c = {(T − 1, 0)}, and the terminal manifold G T = {T } × R, (see Figure 4) , The embedded submanifolds in the collections D and G give a natural decomposition of the domain and the range of the flow of extremals into embedded submanifolds and maps each submanifold in D diffeomorphically onto exactly one of the submanifolds in G. We say that these decompositions are compatible with the flow map . Specifically,
Thus the flow is 3 : 1 onto G 1 , 2 : 1 onto the branches G − and G + of fold points, and 1 : 1 otherwise. In particular, for each initial point in G 0 there only exists one extremal and this one is optimal. But we need to see which of the three values is optimal over G 1 . The parameterized cost C(t, p) for the family is easily evaluated. The value C along the curves Φ α is given by
For α = 2 it follows that C(t 2 (p), p) = −p 4 and thus the values for the two trajectories corresponding to ±p are equal. Furthermore, by (30) the curves
both are mapped diffeomorphically onto the half-line
Thus, given an initial condition (t, 0) ∈ G, the two trajectories which are determined by the pre-images (t, ±p) in D E has three sections over the set G 1 which we denote by
and V 0 will never be minimal. In fact,
Analyzing the map further, it can be seen that maps each of the regions
Computing the values one obtains that 
The curve Φ 2 gives a parametrization of the cut-locus Γ of the two branches corresponding to the parameterizations over D 1, 0) generates a cut-locus (intersection) between the two branches of the parameterized family for p > 0 and p < 0 that limits the global optimality of trajectories at time t 2 (p) and thus the controlled trajectories for p = 0 already lose global optimality prior to the conjugate point. The optimal synthesis is shown in the bottom right of Figure 5 . Figure 6 shows various time-slices of the associated multivalued cost function V E = C • −1 in the (t, x)-space that illustrate the changes in the cost as the simple cusp point is passed. Interestingly, taken together, the graph of this multivalued function is qualitatively identical with the singular set of the swallow tail singularity, the next singularity in the order of cusps. The same observation holds for the fold singularities in which case the corresponding multi-valued value took the form of the singular set of a simple cusp. These relations also are a consequence of the fundamental relation for optimality expressed in the shadow price lemma. Note that we have σ(0) = t 2 (0) = T − 1 for the extremal (x(·, 0), u(·, 0)) that passes through the simple cusp point and that this controlled trajectory remains globally optimal over the compact interval [T − 1, T ]. Thus this is an example where the trajectory only loses optimality after the conjugate point has been crossed 22 HEINZ SCHÄTTLER AND URSZULA LEDZEWICZ (we are thinking of integrating the field backwards). On the contrary, for fold singularities, trajectories lose optimality at the conjugate point, i.e., are no longer optimal on the intervals [t cp (p), T ] if t cp (p) denotes the corresponding conjugate time.
We close this section with the remark that these geometric properties are valid in general near simple cusp points. This can be shown by transforming the system into normal form and then analyzing the resulting system. The computations, however, are quite technical and we refer the reader to [9] . 6 . Conclusion. We have illustrated the geometric structure of the flow of a parameterized family of extremals near fold and simple cusp singularities and its implications on the optimality of the trajectories in the family. Fold points generate the typical behavior of trajectories that are strong local minima and lose optimality at the fold point. However, the corresponding behavior of optimal trajectories is rarely, if ever seen in a regular synthesis of optimal trajectories. This is explained by the behavior of extremals near a simple cusp point. The simple cusp point generates a region in the state space which is covered 3 : 1. In this region there exist two locally minimizing and one locally maximizing branch. The changes from the locally minimizing to the maximizing branch occur at the fold-loci and there trajectories lose strong local optimality. However, the two minimizing branches intersect and generate a cut-locus that limits the optimality of the close-by trajectories and indeed eliminates these trajectories from optimality near the cusp point prior to the conjugate point. In the language of PDE, the simple cusp point generates a shock in the solution to the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation and thus has significant implications on the structure of globally optimal controlled trajectories.
